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Abstract—Cybercafes remain a popular way to access the
Internet in the developing world as many users still lack access
to personal computers. Coupled with the recent digitization of
government services, e.g. in Kenya, many users have turned to
cybercafes to access essential services. Many of these users may
have never used a computer, and face significant security and
privacy issues at cybercafes. Yet, these challenges as well as the
advice offered remain largely unexplored. We investigate these
challenges along with the security advice and support provided
by the operators at cybercafes in Kenya through n = 36 semi-
structured interviews (n = 14 with cybercafe managers and
n = 22 with customers). We find that cybercafes serve a crucial
role in Kenya by enabling access to printing and government
services. However, most customers face challenges with com-
puter usage as well as security and usability challenges with
account creation and password management. As a workaround,
customers often rely on the support and advice of cybercafe
managers who mostly direct them to use passwords that are
memorable, e.g. simply using their national ID numbers or
names. Some managers directly manage passwords for their
customers, with one even using the same password for all their
customers. These results suggest the need for more awareness
about phone-based password managers, as well as a need for
computer training and security awareness among these users.
There is also a need to explore security and privacy advice
beyond Western peripheries to support broader populations.

1. Introduction

Cybercafes are privately-operated facilities with com-
puters, printers, and other equipment where customers pay
to access the Internet and perform other computer-related
tasks [73]. Quite popular in the early days of the Internet
when broadband internet access was less common, cyber-
cafes have recently fallen out of favor in developed countries
as personal computers with Internet access in the home
become ubiquitous. In developing countries, however, cy-
bercafes remain an extremely common way for many users
to access the Internet and other digital services as ownership
of personal computers remains relatively low [5].

In Kenya, the government recently transitioned to an e-
government portal called eCitizen [24] to improve service
delivery. This portal provides a one-stop electronic access
to common government services including immigration,
drivers’ license application, and renewal, etc. However, only

around 8.8% of the 12 million Kenyan households own a
computer or laptop [16]. Most Kenyans have thus turned to
cybercafes to access these services. Many of these users may
have never used a computer before and likely face significant
usability and security challenges, including computer usage,
online account creation, and password management.

In this study, we explore the most common services
accessed at cybercafes in Kenya as well as the challenges,
particularly related to security and privacy, that customers
encounter at these facilities. We are also interested in ex-
ploring the security and privacy advice and support offered
by cybercafe managers to their customers. More specifically,
we seek to answer the following five research questions:
RQ1: What are the most common services that are sought

or provided at cybercafes in Kenya?
RQ2: What challenges, especially related to security and

privacy, do customers encounter at cybercafes?
RQ3: What security and privacy advice and support is pro-

vided at cybercafes and how does it impact cybercafe
customers’ digital security and privacy?

RQ4: What security and privacy advice do users in Kenya
consider important for staying safe online?

RQ5: What are general security and privacy concerns, prac-
tices, and behaviors at cybercafes in Kenya?

To answer these research questions, we conducted n =
36 semi-structured interviews at cybercafes in Kenya: n =
14 with cybercafe managers and n = 22 with cybercafe
customers. To recruit participants, one researcher, who is a
native Kenyan, visited 14 cybercafes in Nairobi, Kenya in
July 2022. The researcher made all efforts to visit diverse cy-
bercafes located both in Nairobi’s Central Business District
as well as in residential areas. As most cybercafe managers
and customers were busy at the cybercafes, only five non-
recorded interviews with managers were conducted on-site.
For the other participants, the researcher collected their con-
tacts and conducted the interviews remotely through direct
phone or WhatsApp calls at times that were convenient
to the participants. These interviews were all conducted
between July and September, 2022 and were audio-recorded
and transcribed with permission from the participants.

We asked cybercafe managers to detail the equipment at
their facilities, including the number of computers and OS
update practices, followed by services that customers most
commonly use along with any challenges they encounter.
We then asked the managers about the advice and support



they offer to their customers and any standard practices they
have at the cybercafe to protect customers’ security and
privacy. Lastly, we asked managers about their top three
advice for staying safe online, similar to previous work
on security advice [14], [39]. When interviewing cybercafe
customers, we asked about the services they typically use
at the cybercafe, as well as any challenges they faced.
Afterward, we also asked them to share any security and
privacy advice they have received at cybercafes, followed
by advice they consider important for staying safe online.

Our results indicate that cybercafes continue to play
a critical role in the developing world by allowing many
people to access printing, government, and other internet
services. In Kenya, most customers use cybercafes because
they do not have regular access to personal computers or
printers, and rely on the available assistance from cybercafe
managers to complete computer-related tasks. At the same
time, customers experience significant usability and security
challenges around general computer usage, online account
creation, access, and recovery. Password management is
particularly challenging for many customers who experience
difficulty selecting and recalling passwords across accounts,
leading to many getting locked out of their accounts.

Most customers rely on advice and support from the cy-
bercafe managers when navigating these challenges, similar
to refugees’ reliance on their case managers in the US [72].
Many customers are novice computer users, at best, and
tend to regularly forget their passwords and sometimes even
emails used to register their accounts. The managers end up
selecting passwords for them that are easy for the customer
(and the manager) to remember, such as customers’ national
ID numbers, names, children’s names or some combina-
tion of these. Some managers directly manage the account
passwords for some of their customers, with one manager
using the same password for all their customers. Unlike
security and privacy advice in Western contexts [14], [39],
we additionally find that the most important security and
privacy advice in Kenya centers around the use of public
or shared computers, with most managers and customers
indicating that logging out of their accounts after using these
facilities is their top advice for staying safe online.

As a community, we need to consider the security and
privacy needs of broader user classes, rather than framing all
security and privacy solutions for Western audiences. For ex-
ample, while several managers and customers indicated not
saving passwords in the browser of public computers to pro-
tect themselves, it is still critical to explore alternative ways
of password management that better fit these users’ needs.
Current password managers, either browser-based or third-
party, are not good fits for these users, but mobile phone-
based password management offers some promise as phone
usage is high. At the same time, device-sharing is quite
common, complicating such solutions. We explore these
challenges, offer recommendations, and suggest promising
areas for future work that can further protect broader user
bases, including general computer training and security
awareness as well as the need for additional research on
security and privacy advice beyond Western contexts.

2. Background on Cybercafes in Kenya

A cybercafe, also known as an internet cafe, is a facil-
ity typically equipped with computers, printers, and other
equipment where customers pay to access the Internet, play
online games, edit, scan, photocopy, and print documents
among other computer-related tasks [73]. The first cyber-
cafe, known at the time as cyberia, is believed to have been
established in London in the United Kingdom in 1994 [37].
It became an instant success as the Internet was still in its
early days and most people did not own personal computers
or laptops. More cybercafes were subsequently established
in other places and countries around the world. However,
recent ubiquity of the Internet coupled with the prolifer-
ation of personal computers have seen a rapid decline of
cybercafes, particularly in developed economies.

While smartphone adoption and usage has been steadily
growing in developing economies [3], many people in de-
veloping countries still do not own personal computers or
laptops, with only an estimated 7.7% of households in Africa
owning a computer in 2019 [5]. Coupled with growing
social media adoption as well as digitization of government
services, many users in this region are increasingly relying
on cybercafes to access essential services.

Kenya is one of the countries in Africa that have recently
transitioned to an e-government portal in a bid to “hasten
service delivery, reduce transaction costs and safeguard rev-
enue” [2]. Known as eCitizen [24], the portal provides a
one-stop electronic access to essential government services
including, among others, immigration, land transactions,
business registration, and motor vehicle purchase, and reg-
istration. To use eCitizen, users create an online account on
the portal, fill out the relevant application forms, make the
required payments and print the filled forms before finally
presenting them to the relevant government department. This
portal stores a significant proportion of sensitive user infor-
mation, including their identification and passport details,
date of birth, address, next of kin, and their personal details.
It is therefore imperative to protect these accounts.

However, with only about 8.8% of 12 million Kenyan
households owning a computer, laptop or tablet [16], a large
proportion of Kenyans have turned to cybercafes to access
these essential government services (examples of cybercafes
in Nairobi, Kenya, are found in Figure 1). Even those that
own computers often do not have printers at home and
usually visit cybercafes whenever they have to print, scan,
or photocopy documents outside of work or school. Further,
some cybercafe customers are novice users and have never
previously used a computer nor created an online account
before, and face significant challenges throughout.

It is the goal of this research to both understand the chal-
lenges encountered by cybercafe users, particularly those
related to security and privacy or account management, and
the advice and support that these users receive at the cyber-
cafe from other customers and the cybercafe management.
We also seek to understand the impact of this advice on the
customers’ security and privacy perceptions, practices, and
behaviors at the cybercafe and beyond.



(a) Customers using computers in a cybercafe. (b) A customer receiving assistance in a cybercafe.

Figure 1: Customers at different cybercafes in the Central Business District in Nairobi, Kenya, in July 2022.

3. Related Work

Cybercafes and public libraries. Cybercafes have not
received much attention in the research community of late.
However, earlier studies investigated the role of cybercafes,
as well as characteristics of customers and their usage
patterns in different regions and countries. Through street
surveys, Gitta and Ikoja-Odongo [32] demonstrated how
cybercafes were enabling Ugandans to access information
in 2003, and Haseloff [36] found that cybercafes were
the most-commonly used means to access the Internet in
Bangalore, India in 2005. Haseloff further found that most
cybercafe customers tended to be younger and able to com-
municate in English while another study in the Philippines in
2012 found that most cybercafe customers were male [13].
Public access venues, such as telecenters, libraries, and
cybercafes, have also been shown to be fundamental in
enabling communities access the Internet in Colombia [33].

Most closely related to our work are four studies that
have investigated security and privacy practices at cyber-
cafes in Morocco [38] and public libraries in the US [23],
[45], [47]. Through a field study complemented by ques-
tionnaires for both cybercafe managers and customers in
Morocco, Houmz et al. [38] found that managers were hes-
itant to update the cybercafe computers’ operating systems
because of limited resources on the devices, a theme also
noted in our study of cybercafes in Kenya. The study further
found that an alarming 60% of the cybercafe computers were
infected with malware. Recently, Dooley et al. [23], Luo
and Warford et al. [45], and McDonald et al. [47] have con-
ducted interviews with IT professionals working in public
libraries in the US, exposing challenges and constraints to
privacy as well as general security and privacy practices at
these facilities. Different from these studies, we use semi-

structured interviews with Kenyan cybercafe managers and
customers to investigate cybercafe practices and behaviour,
as well security and privacy advice offered to customers. We
additionally investigate advice that users in Kenya consider
important for staying safe online and compare our findings
to previous work [14], [39] focusing on Western contexts.

Security and privacy advice. Security and privacy advice
has been the subject of much research in the community.
Through two online surveys in the US with expert and non-
expert users in 2015, Ion et al. [39] noted differences be-
tween what experts and non-experts consider important for
staying safe online, with experts recommending OS updates,
strong passwords and two-factor authentication. In contrast,
non-experts indicated that using anti-virus software, strong
as well as constantly-updated passwords were more impor-
tant. Through a replication study with European participants,
Busse et al. [14] confirmed most of these findings in 2019.
In our study with cybercafe managers and customers in
Kenya, we find that most participants consider logging out
of their accounts, strong passwords, avoiding clicking on
suspicious links and not saving passwords in the browser
as the most important advice for staying safe online. The
differences with previous work can be attributed to different
ways in which people access the Internet in different places,
suggesting that security and privacy advice is only effective
if it considers the specific needs of the target population.

Researchers have also investigated the sources of secu-
rity and privacy advice as well as its perceived efficacy, com-
prehensibility, and actionability. By first identifying search
queries for security advice on the web with crowd workers
from MTurk followed by user studies with experts and
non-expert users in the United States, Redmiles et al. [64]
found that users perceive most security imperatives as fairly



actionable but struggle to prioritize, similar to Reeder et
al.’s findings [65]. The study suggests the identification of
a minimal set of highest impact and most practical advice
to help end-users. Through a census-representative survey
in the United States, Redmiles et al. [62] also found that
socioeconomic status influences advice sources for users,
with the socioeconomically advantaged more likely to take
advice from their workplaces while those with lower skills
rely on family and friends. The cost vs benefit tradeoff of
following advice [25] as well as the trustworthiness of the
source [63] also seem to play a part in users’ decisions to
follow recommended advice. Some of these results, includ-
ing trustworthiness of the source of advice, are confirmed
in our study with participants from Kenya.

Social media has also proven to be a useful source of
security and privacy advice. During the BLM protests across
the US in 2020, Boyd et al. [12] were able to identify
various classes of security and privacy advice for protesters
through Twitter and Google searches. By analyzing security
and privacy advice on Twitter during the Russian invasion
of Ukraine in 2022, Schmüser et al. [70] found that prior-
itization of advice remained a persistent challenge, similar
to prior work [64], [65] while Wei et al. [77] have recently
demonstrated how “anti-security” and “anti-privacy” advice
provided on TikTok unfortunately enables surveillance and
control in interpersonal relationships. At the same time, Bha-
gavatula et al. [10] have recently found that user interactions
with security advice on Twitter and Facebook are scarce.

Understudied and at-risk populations. Due to the varied
security and privacy needs and practices across different
countries and cultures [9], [19], [40], [66], [69], a growing
body of research has advocated for more consideration
of different populations’ needs in the design of security
and privacy solutions. Similar to the reliance on cybercafe
managers by customers for security advice and guidance
from our study, Simko et al. [72] found that refugees in
the US rely and trust on their case managers in managing
their digital security and privacy. The study further found
that security is not always a priority for this user group
because of competing needs, similar to mobile loan app
users in Kenya [53]. Due to an expectation to share their
phones with others in the household, women in South Asia
have been found to resort to techniques including content
deletion and app locks to protect their privacy [68].

Other studies have focused on at-risk populations be-
cause these users’ unique needs and threat models often
amplify the risks or harm they face in their usage of
technology [76]. In their study with Sudanese political
activists, Daffalla and Simko et al. [22] found that while
activists could be better supported with defensive technol-
ogy design, it is difficult to generalize these design rec-
ommendations. Additional studies have investigated other
at-risk populations including incarcerated individuals [57],
[58], undocumented immigrants [34], inter-partner violence
victims [15], [26]–[28], [74], [75], [78] human traffick-
ing survivors [17], journalists [49], sex workers [7], [35],
[46], Muslim-American women [1], LGBTQ+ folks [31],

refugees [71], [72], children [42], [43] and older adults [29],
[50]–[52], [54], [59]–[61], highlighting the need to consider
these populations’ unique needs in the design of security and
privacy tools. Researchers have further developed frame-
works and guidelines that can help explore and support
research in these populations [8], [11], [18], [76]. Our study
highlights the unique needs of users of cybercafes in the
developing world, and offers recommendations, including
the need for additional work, to further support them.

4. Methodology

We conducted n = 36 semi-structured interviews with
Kenyan cybercafe customers and managers to explore se-
curity and privacy challenges and practices at cybercafes:
n = 14 interviews with cybercafe managers (M01-14) and
n = 22 interviews with cybercafe customers (C01-22).
We also investigated the scope and nature of advice that
is provided to customers at these facilities and its impact
on their security and privacy actions and perceptions. In
this section, we describe our recruitment procedure and
interview script followed by our approach to data analysis.
Finally, we discuss the limitations and ethical considerations
of our study and how our views and subjectivity likely
influenced the study design and interpretation of the results.

Recruitment and demographics. To recruit participants,
one researcher, who is a native Kenyan, visited 14 cyber-
cafes in Nairobi, Kenya in July 2022. Additional participants
were recruited through snowballing [30] where participants
recommended other potential participants that have previ-
ously or currently use, work, or own cybercafes in and
around Nairobi. We made all efforts to diversify our sam-
ple, with the researcher visiting cybercafes located both in
Nairobi’s Central Business District as well as in residential
areas. We had a total of n = 36 participants, n = 14
cybercafe managers and n = 22 cybercafe customers.

Participants had to be at least 18 years old and previously
have or currently use, own, or work at a cybercafe in Kenya.
Most of the cybercafe managers own the cybercafes (10
were owners while 4 were employed there) and had between
one to five years of experience owning or working at the
cafe. While most of the managers were male aged between
26 to 30 years, we had an even split between male and
female participants for the customers. Most customers were
young and between 18 to 25 years. Tables 1 and 2 summa-
rize the cybercafe managers’ and customers’ demographics.

Interview procedure. The interview procedure centered
around the research questions outlined in Section 1. The
protocol was also informed by prior studies that explored
security and privacy where users share computing facilities,
such as libraries in the US [23], [45], and research on users
that rely on others for digital assistance, for example newly
resettled refugees in the US [72]. Similar to studies that have
investigated security and privacy advice [14], [39], we also
explored the security and privacy advice that participants in
Kenya consider important for staying safe online and how



TABLE 1: Demographics of Cybercafe Managers.

No. %

Gender Female 3 21.4
Male 11 78.6

Age 18 - 25 2 14.3
26 - 30 5 35.7
31 - 35 4 28.6
36 - 45 1 7.1

Own Cybercafe Yes 10 71.4
No 4 28.6

Cybercafe Experience Less than a year 3 21.4
1 - 5 years 9 64.2
Over 5 years 2 14.3

Education College 6 42.9
Bachelors 7 50.0
Masters 1 7.1

Bachelors and Masters degrees in Kenya are offered by uni-
versities, with colleges mainly offering vocational training.

this compares to Western perspectives. The full interview
procedure is available in Appendices A and B.

Cybercafe managers were interviewed first as a way to
broadly explore general practices at cybercafes. We began
by asking managers general questions about their experience
level with cybercafes, the number and type of equipment in
their facilities, and how often these devices are updated. We
then inquired about common services that users typically
seek, along with any challenges they face. Following, we
asked them to detail any assistance and advice they offer to
their customers, both generally as well as relating to security
and privacy, if they did not mention it themselves. We then
asked for their top three security and privacy advice for
staying safe online and if they had any standard practices at
their cybercafes to protect customers’ security and privacy.

For the cybercafe customers, we first asked them to
state their reasons for using cybercafes and what they like
and dislike about using cybercafes. We inquired about how
frequently they visit cybercafes, along with factors they
consider when selecting a cybercafe. Following, we asked
them to describe any challenges they have faced when using
cybercafes and any assistance they received, both generally
and specifically relating to security and privacy. Similar to
the managers, we also asked for their top three advice for
staying safe online. Lastly, we asked customers questions
about their mobile phone usage, including the websites they
access, whether they share their devices with others, and any
authentication they use to protect access to their devices.

Data collection. The study was piloted twice. Foremost,
two cybercafe managers in Kenya participated in two sep-
arate preliminary interviews conducted through WhatsApp
calls. After an iteration based on their feedback, two mock
interviews were conducted with qualitative researchers, with
each acting as a cybercafe manager and customer. Based
on that feedback, we added more branching questions and
deeper probes to the interview questions [20].

One researcher, who is a Kenyan native, visited 14
cybercafes for recruitment and data collection in Nairobi,

TABLE 2: Demographics of Cybercafe Customers.

No. %

Gender Female 11 50.0
Male 11 50.0

Age 18 - 25 15 68.2
26 - 30 6 27.3
31 - 35 1 4.5

Own a Computer Yes 16 72.7
No 6 27.3

Employment Employed 7 31.8
Not employed 14 63.6
Prefer not to say 1 4.5

Education High school 7 31.8
College 4 18.2
Bachelors 9 40.9
Masters 1 4.5
Prefer not to say 1 4.5

Kenya in July 2022. Nearly all the cybercafes were relatively
small, containing between 1-to-10 computers (one had 20
computers) that were all running Windows. Two cybercafes
also had CyberCafePro [21] to help manage user sessions
and payment. A majority of the cybercafes had one or two
printers, with only three cybercafes having more than two.

Five non-recorded interviews with managers were con-
ducted on-site. However, since most of the managers and
customers were busy using the cybercafe services or assist-
ing customers, the researcher collected their contacts and
conducted recorded interviews later at their convenience
through WhatsApp or phone calls. These interviews were
conducted between July and September 2022. Each partici-
pant was compensated with 2 gigabytes of internet data or
125 minutes of call time as an appreciation for participating.
On average, the cybercafe manager interviews lasted 41
minutes while the customer interviews lasted 30 minutes.

All interviews were audio-recorded except five on-site
interviews with cybercafe managers who were uncomfort-
able being recorded at the cybercafes. The interviewer
took comprehensive notes during these interviews. While
all interviews were conducted in English, one of Kenya’s
official languages [56], participants occasionally provided
some responses in Swahili. These were all translated to
English during transcription by the Kenyan researcher who
is fluent in both languages.

Data analysis. We qualitatively analyzed the interview
transcripts and notes using open-coding techniques [67].
One researcher independently coded all the interview tran-
scripts from cybercafe managers and customers to develop
a primary codebook. A secondary coder then used this
codebook to independently code half of the interviews from
the cybercafe managers and half of the cybercafe customer
interviews. Throughout the process, the two researchers
frequently met to resolve coding differences and update
the codebook. The researchers also used these meetings to
discuss broader themes emerging from the study [48]. The
results in Section 5 are based on the primary codebook
(available in Appendix B). Due to the qualitative nature



of this work, we do not report counts to avoid implying
generalizability. Instead, we use quantifiers such as most,
few, some etc. to show the prevalence of common themes.

Limitations. Our study has several limitations. Foremost,
our sample size is relatively small, urban, and limited to
participants that agreed to participate. A few potential par-
ticipants, particularly managers, declined to take part for
various reasons, including being busy or concerns about
leaking competitive information. While we do not claim our
results to be fully representative – there are likely themes
that we could not capture due to the size or recruitment
of the sample – we argue that the themes we did identify
are likely common and relevant at cybercafes in Kenya, and
potentially other regions with similar demographics.

This study may also suffer from social desirability bias
where participants try to look more favorable to an outside
observer, particularly if that behavior may cast them in
a poor light, like using bad security or privacy practices.
We tried to mitigate this by encouraging participants to
be honest throughout, citing that we were not testing their
knowledge but simply interested in their honest thoughts and
real practices. Our results suggest participants were forth-
coming, with some participants going as far to share what
may be considered unflattering behavior. A few managers,
for instance, admitted they do not “interrupt” customers
when they are facing challenges so that they can spend more
time and ultimately more money at the cybercafe.

Lastly, the top security and privacy advice reported
by cybercafe managers and customers could be attributed
to these users mostly relying on public computers at the
cafes. Despite cybercafes’ popularity, more work is needed
to broadly explore security and privacy advice in Kenya
beyond cybercafes.

Ethical considerations. This study was approved by both
our Institutional Review Board (IRB) and the National
Commission for Science, Technology, and Innovation (NA-
COSTI) [55], the body that oversees and approves research
activities in Kenya. We fully informed participants about the
purpose of the study, its duration, and any anticipated risks.
Participants were also free and encouraged to withdraw from
the study or not respond to any uncomfortable questions
without any consequences. Additionally, we did not collect
any personally identifying information from participants to
minimize any risks of potential disclosure. Any personally
identifiable information captured was scrubbed off the tran-
scripts before we performed qualitative analysis.

Positionality statement. We believe that it is important
to highlight how our views, subjectivity, backgrounds, and
experiences influenced the study design and interpretation
of results [44]. Our team consists of three researchers from
Africa, Europe, and North America. We used our diverse
technical expertise and experiences to design the study,
with the Kenyan researcher conducting the interviews. The
Kenyan researcher is well-versed with cybercafes, and has
extensively used them in the past. His fluency in English

and Swahili – the national languages in Kenya – helped
him recruit and communicate with participants. We do not
make assumptions about how cybercafe customers and man-
agers should manage their security and privacy. Instead,
we purposefully made our questions open-ended to allow
participants to share their thoughts. Our analysis and inter-
pretation of the results are also subject to our own views and
subjectivity, and may be interpreted differently by others.

5. Results

This section is structured around our five research ques-
tions outlined in Section 1. We first discuss the impor-
tant role that cybercafes play in enabling people to access
government and printing services in Kenya, followed by
challenges that customers encounter at these facilities. Af-
terward, we detail the advice and support provided, followed
by security and privacy concerns, practices, and behaviors at
the cybercafes and beyond. Since our results are qualitative
in nature, we do not report counts to avoid implying gener-
alizability. The counts provided in Table 3 are only meant
to highlight common themes and unique perspectives.

5.1. RQ1: Role of Cybercafes in Kenya

Reasons for establishing cybercafes. When asked their rea-
sons for establishing the cybercafe, most managers indicated
doing so to address the demand for Internet and printing
services, particularly relating to government services, as well
as to provide for their livelihoods. M03 stated that they
established their cybercafe because people need “the cyber
services, things like printing and other Internet services.”
M14 “saw it as one way of helping the society and then
on the other hand, at least generating some small income.”
Those employed at the cybercafes as managers, who were
not owners, indicated that they are interested in and passion-
ate about computers, or that they have the relevant skills to
operate them from school or past experiences.

Common services provided at cybercafes. Printing and
government services accessed via eCitizen [24] are by far
the most widely-used services at cybercafes. M10 indicated
that “there are these online services, you know them, ap-
plication for police clearance, you have application for
NTSA1 services . . . application for smart DL, you can have
PSV2 badge, you can also have passport application, that
is the department of immigration. So most of my customers
. . . maybe deal with government services.” Other common
tasks performed at the cybercafe include job applications,
email access, photocopy, assignments or school projects,
document typing or editing, scholarship or school applica-
tions, social media access, remote work, movie streaming
or downloading, gambling, filing of taxes through iTax [6],

1. The National Transport and Safety Authority (NTSA) is the govern-
mental body in Kenya that manages the road transport sub-sector.

2. A public Service Vehicle (PSV) license is a document issued by NTSA
to drivers who serve the public sector by offering transport services.



and computer training. Beyond cybercafe services, some
cybercafe managers further indicated that they sell phones,
computers, stationery, and other equipment that customers
often require. Other services mentioned by more than one
cybercafe manager included gaming, banking and mobile
money services as well as repairs. For repairs, M14 stated
that “you will find that I also have a category of customers
who bring machines to be repaired, who bring machines to
be installed for the operating system.”

Services requested but not provided. When managers
were asked about the services their customers sought, some
wanted services that were not provided or are illegal. This
included certificate or document forgery, website design or
development, music downloading, phone formatting, pho-
tography, bulk and passport photo printing. Most managers
are hesitant to forge documents or download music for their
customers due to personal integrity or legal liability. As an
example, M06 stated that “forgery is not healthy, it’s like
you’re lying to somebody that this person is so able to have
this thing, like somebody never did form four3 but you’re
giving this person a form four certificate.” M03 wondered
“what happens if you’re caught doing it” while M09 said
they do not download music for their customers as they do
not have a license4 to do so: “I don’t put Kenyan music
or East African music for customers because that is illegal
in Kenya, because unless you have the copyrights from the
government, you cannot put those kinds of songs. When they
find you, you are arrested.” M08 even mentioned that “some
people want to disable their partners’ Facebook accounts.”
For the advanced tasks including website design and bulk
printing, the managers often indicated that they lack either
the required expertise, equipment or time to offer them.

Factors when choosing a cybercafe to visit. When choos-
ing a cybercafe, a majority of the cybercafe customers
consider the environment where the cybercafe is located, the
cybercafe manager friendliness or their ability to offer assis-
tance, the Internet speed at the cafe, and cost. For instance,
C08 stated that one of the things they consider “is the person
behind the counter. How are they receptive? How are they
addressing my issues?” Other factors that customers often
consider include proximity of the cybercafes to where they
are or live, the state or speed of the cybercafe computers,
availability of working space, electricity stability, physical
safety, and privacy. Regarding privacy, C02 stated: “I don’t
like those [cybercafes] that are open . . . you have a computer
here and then there’s no partition. It’s just like somewhere
where you can find some privacy and do your work without
somebody peeping at what you’re doing.”

Additional cybercafe positives. Beyond the relatively fast
Internet available at cybercafes, most customers appreciate
the availability of equipment, such as computers and print-
ers, that they may not have access to regularly. C01 indicated

3. The final year of secondary school in Kenya is known as form four.
4. If you play music in your business, or want to use music in the

promotion of a product, you need clearance from the owners of that music.

that “in the cybercafes, I easily get the printers and maybe
more advanced equipment that I may want to use in my
projects.” Several customers also mentioned affordability of
services, availability of assistance and perhaps surprisingly,
privacy as other things they appreciate about cybercafes.
C19 mentioned that the cybercafe they use is “partitioned
in such a way that the neighbor, the person sitting next
to you can’t see or access what you’re doing.” C03 even
mentioned that they feel they have more privacy at the
cybercafe compared to working from home: “There’s a lot
of privacy there, more than using my own laptop, and my
son also sometimes would like to use it [at home]. So in the
cybercafe, I think there is some privacy there.”

RQ1 summary. Cybercafes play an important role in Kenya
by providing customers access to printing, government, and
other Internet services that they may otherwise not have
access to due to a lack of required equipment such as
printers or personal computers. Customers additionally seem
to prefer cybercafes where the managers are friendly and can
therefore assist them whenever they encounter challenges.

5.2. RQ2: Challenges at Cybercafes

Cybercafe challenges. When asked for general challenges
or drawbacks when using or operating cybercafes, an over-
whelming majority of cybercafe managers and customers
mentioned slow internet that sometimes makes it difficult
to access websites or perform other Internet-related tasks.
C13 said that the “challenge I have faced is the network.
Sometimes it’s slow, because we have so many people in that
cafe, using the Internet.” M13 underscored the importance
of having an alternative internet plan in case of connectivity
issues: “Even if I’m using a good internet connection from
fiber, sometimes there is a downtime and you don’t under-
stand why. So . . . you must always have a backup plan.”

Other common challenges include electricity outages,
old or faulty equipment, and slow computers. Several cus-
tomers also complained about the printing quality in some
cafes, with C02 saying that “there are some cybercafes
where the printers are, I think outdated, because once you
print, the documents don’t come out clearly.” Some cus-
tomers additionally indicated unhelpful or unfriendly man-
agers, and crowded as well as noisy cybercafes as aspects
they disliked about some cybercafes. Some managers cited
harassment from the government or law enforcement as
well as expensive equipment as additional challenges they
encounter. M10 complained that “with [the] county police,
they require a license for single business permit, they require
license for fire5; they require license for advertisement. But
you see, you cannot have all of them. So for my case, I have
a license for single business permit. I have an advertisement
board, but I don’t have the license. I also use electricity but
I don’t have the license for fire. So the main challenge is
that when you hear that county police are around, you have
to close your business whether you like it or not, because

5. A fire license in Kenya certifies compliance with fire safety standards.



you will be arrested.” M03 added that “even though we
have paid their licenses, they usually come and rough up
the operators inside the cyber.”

Customer challenges. The most common challenge that
customers face at cybercafes is generally not knowing how
to use or operate the computers. M10 said that some cus-
tomers are sent to the cybercafe, for example by their family
members, but forget or do not know what to do: “Most of
the time, you get a person, they don’t know how to use
a computer, and they tell you I want to do this thing. He
has no clue. So you have to start from scratch, and ask
him what he has been sent to do.” C08 added that “when
doing things to deal with government tax, filing my returns,
sometimes, I don’t know how to go about it.” Customers
also struggle with either printing, binding or scanning, using
certain programs as well as typing. M05 said that “maybe a
customer doesn’t know how to type, and the documents he
wants to send; he or she is unable to compose the email.”

Another challenge that customers often encounter is
difficulty accessing or recovering access to their online ac-
counts because they have forgotten their account passwords.
M07 said that “the main challenges are that sometimes the
accounts are not functional, that they have been locked out
because of lost passwords.” Several managers also men-
tioned that some customers usually forget the emails or
phone numbers used to create their accounts. M10 said that
“someone comes and tells you: I have a KRA6 PIN, I don’t
know the email that I used or the phone number that I used
[to create the account]. So I find it as a challenge because
if someone does not know the email that they used, or the
phone number used, so it means that they have a challenge
creating an email, setting up their account.” C20 indicated
that “I had forgotten my email, my password . . . and they
[cafe managers] helped me.” Some customers, however,
give up on the account recovery process as mentioned by
M07: “Maybe you lost your password and this is something
that is so common here and now you have a process that you
have to follow so that the provider can reset the password.
But some of them, they don’t want to wait or they don’t want
to contact the customer care. So they will just leave it and
say they don’t want to use that site for now.”

Some managers and customers mentioned website down-
time and bad user interfaces, especially on government web-
sites, as other challenges in accessing user accounts. C04
complained about “the government systems. When you’re
browsing, they may be a bit frustrating, maybe system fail-
ures in terms of those websites . . . like, our taxing system.”
M08 was similarly frustrated about the “bad user interface
from some government sites for example NTSA.”

Customers also encounter challenges when setting up
their accounts, with some customers struggling to comply
with certain password requirements, not knowing the ap-
propriate password to use, or not caring about passwords all
together. This leads to poor memorability of these passwords

6. Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) is the governmental body in Kenya
responsible for the assessment, collection, and accounting of all revenue.

the next time they need to access these accounts. M10 said
that “most of the people, they are not aware which password
they can use,” while M08 added that “some sites have
specific password requirements, some require a mixture of
characters which can be challenging for customers.”

Other challenges that customers encounter include strug-
gling to understand websites in foreign languages and a fear
of computers. M08 stated that “some websites are in foreign
languages and customers are not aware about [Google]
Translate” while M01 added that “some customers fear
using the computer.” To navigate these challenges, managers
usually provide guidance and assistance to their customers.
This is discussed in Section 5.3.

Reasons for not facing challenges. Customers who have
not faced any challenges at the cybercafe indicated that they
mostly visit cybercafes that they are familiar with to do
familiar tasks, or that they are experienced with computers.
C19 stated that “personally, when I go to the cyber 7, I
know what I’m going to do and I have these specific sites or
websites that I’m going to access, . . . and I’ve been dealing
with these, these websites for some time. So I don’t get those
challenges, unless it’s a new site.” C06 cited their computer
knowledge: “You will find that, maybe, more so I have more
of the computer knowledge because the work that I always
do, it’s computer-dependent. So I think it’s also my computer
knowledge that always makes me not to ask a lot of questions
because it is what I use in my day to day basis.” Some
customers further indicated that the tasks they do at the
cybercafe are easy while others pointed to the availability
of assistance as reasons for not experiencing challenges.

RQ2 summary. There are several challenges at cybercafes,
especially relating to internet and electricity outages that
often times make their services unavailable. Customers ex-
perience challenges with the general usage of computers
and other cybercafe equipment including printers, as well
as difficulty accessing or recovering access to their online
accounts. To resolve these challenges, customers often turn
to the cybercafe managers for assistance.

5.3. RQ3: Advice and Support at Cybercafes

Account and password management. As general computer
usage and account recovery are the most common challenges
at cybercafes, the most common advice and support offered
to cybercafe customers relates to account and password
management. Most managers encourage customers to select
easy to remember passwords including their national ID card
numbers8, birthdays, phone numbers or some combination.
M03 said that “if we find, like a novice user, in most cases
we just use a password that has a feature in them or what
they have. So for example, a user has come to just apply for
or create an account for government services. In most cases,

7. Cybercafes are commonly referred to as cybers in Kenya.
8. An Identity Card (ID) is an identification document with a sequential

8-digit national ID number issued to Kenyans that are at least 18 years.



we use their identity card numbers as their password, or
their mobile [phone] numbers . . . A combination of mobile,
and year of birth, those common characteristics that define
a person. So we usually give them or create for them just a
password they can easily remember.”

M05 said that if the customer name is “John, I use the
first letter of your name, your ID [number] and then add
a full stop, just to make them remember.” M06 indicated
using a mix of the name of the customers’ children and
their birthday: “For the majority of them, I like asking them:
What is the name of your first child? When was he born,
or she born? Then, let’s say it’s William. I take, I just use
William@2004#.” M04 encourages their customers to only
use their ID numbers as using words or names can make
these passwords hard to remember, especially with multiple
cases: “I usually recommend them to use the ID number as
the password because with the names of their first-borns,
they can forget if the name was in capital or lowercase.”

To help customers recall their passwords, some man-
agers encourage customers to save their passwords in the
cybercafe browsers, write the passwords down for the cus-
tomers, or even select the passwords for the customer. M10
stated that “in most of the cases, I can say in eighty percent
of the cases, I select the password for them; twenty percent,
they select the password for themselves.” M06 said that they
store the passwords for the customers by writing them down
and then providing them when they request: “They come
to you and tell you: What was my password? Then you
get where you wrote the password and give the person the
password.” M01 uses a standard password for all novice
customers so that they can easily provide it to them on
request: “I use a flat password for anyone new to computers;
it’s the same password for all of them.” C14 said that their
cybercafe manager encourages them to save their passwords
in the cybercafe browser for seamless access whenever they
visit the cybercafe: “The advice I got was that they are able
to save my password so that the next time I visit, I just go
through without even asking.”

At the same time, some managers encourage their cus-
tomers to use passwords that are uncommon or difficult to
guess and to not save them in the browsers on the cybercafe
computers. M08 tells their customers not to “use passwords
that are common for example phone numbers, ID numbers”
as well as “common passwords like Godspeed, Godsent.”
M02 asks customers “not to save passwords in the browser”
while C04 said that “when you access those cybers, you’re
told not to save your password for the purpose of privacy.”

Support and guidance with tasks. Due to challenges using
computers, several managers said that they often have to do
the actual tasks for their customers. M11 said that “most
customers ask me to do the actual tasks for them as they
do not know how to do them or are unable to do.” M02
added that “some tasks are also more technical for example
explaining how to do something in Microsoft Word or Excel
can be very hard, so I just have to do it myself.” C10
said that “most of the time, they do it for you. Printing,
photocopy, like they do for you everything.”

Account recovery. Since customers tend to forget their
passwords, cybercafe managers use various ways to try and
recover access to these accounts, including resetting pass-
words or contacting relevant customer care. M04 said that
most customers that forget their passwords “are old-aged
people. They usually come and they have forgotten their
passwords. Or you can get the other person has forgotten
their Gmail account . . . So I usually use their phone number
to retrieve the Gmail account or the password. So when they
come, I usually use the verification code through the phone
number to retrieve their Gmail [account].” M08 reaches
out to customer support, particularly for local government-
related accounts: “For account recovery, if local, such as
the government, I try to make calls to [the] relevant people.
If I cannot get assistance, I ask them to go to the help desk
of the relevant government service.”

Account recovery, however, is not always successful as
some customers usually forget the emails associated with
the accounts, or no longer have the phone number used to
register the account. M01 said that “the challenge that’s
usually hard to resolve is resetting passwords for users who
have lost their phone numbers, some people even forget their
email addresses. Others have many emails but cannot even
remember these emails.” M10 indicated that some customers
forget the usernames that are set for their accounts: “You’ve
created an account for someone, you’ve created a password,
someone comes back and asks you: What username had
we used? What password had we used? So it gives you
a challenge remembering your customers’ passwords, the
username you had used.” To navigate these challenges, some
managers write down account details for their customers, en-
courage customers to save their passwords in the cybercafe
computers’ browsers, or even select a standard password for
all novice customers as described earlier.

Teaching or training customers. When customers en-
counter challenges using computers, cybercafe managers
usually guide them or teach them how to do the tasks. M09
said that they first “inquire where they need help. After they
have told me this is where I need help, I personally teach
him or her. This is where you go, this is what you do so
that [the] next time when he or she comes, she doesn’t have
the problem anymore.” M05 added that they “advise them
to familiarize themselves with computers and some of them
come back as our students for computer packages.”

Other guidance and advice. To protect their customers’
accounts, some managers additionally encourage their cus-
tomers to always log out and never to save their passwords
in the cybercafe computers’ browsers. M09 said that “a
lot of customers don’t know how to log out of their Gmail
accounts . . . So anytime a customer comes to my cybercafe,
I must tell them, after you have logged in to your account,
please log out and delete the account because I don’t want
to get in trouble because of identity theft . . . So by the time
I’m closing up, I have to check in every computer, which
account is not my mine or associated with the cybercafe,
and I delete it.” M01 encourages customers using their own



computers to constantly update their operating system, while
C01 said they were advised not to save any documents on
the desktop of the cybercafe computers by a manager.

Sources of advice. When asked for their sources of se-
curity and privacy advice, a majority of customers and
managers often mentioned the Internet, with C03 saying
“I just Google.” Most managers leverage their personal
experiences with computers when assisting or guiding their
customers. M03 said that “after doing something for long,
you are very much conversant, you get experience on it.”
M14 added that “the advice that I usually rely on by the
way is based on my personal experience. Because I have
dealt with computers, I’ve been in the IT industry for a very
long time. So at the end of the day, there are some things
that don’t actually force me to go and seek suggestions
from people.” Managers also reach out to other cybercafe
managers when customers experience challenges they are
not familiar with. Other sources of security and privacy
advice for both customers and managers include school or
training, as well as family and friends.

Reasons for (or against) following advice. A majority
of cybercafe customers follow the advice provided to them
by managers because it helps resolve their challenges, they
believe the advice helps protect their personal information,
or because they trust the cybercafe manager. C08 indicated
that “if I asked them something that I don’t know, then I
have to take the advice and try it out, but almost all the
time it has worked out.” M14 further added that “most of
them have come back to me actually confessing that they did
get help, and they’re doing well.” C15 follows the advice
“because they are very important in . . . securing the data
that I interact with.” M01 pointed to the trust they have
developed with their customers: “Yes they follow the advice,
others take time to write it down. They follow the advice
because of the trust we have developed. Some will even call
me at night to ask for their password, and some even travel
from afar just to come and find me.” Some customers also
follow the advice from managers because they view or find
the manager to be an expert or friendly, or have limited time
to perform the tasks which are sometimes very urgent.

At the same time, a few customers sometimes fail to fol-
low advice provided by the managers. Often, the managers
said the customers have contradictory beliefs, they are too
elderly or have been advised differently. Other times, the
customers are skeptical of the advice, do not have time or
the tasks they are performing are non-urgent. M08 said that
“some refuse to follow the advice because they may have
been advised differently. For example, some believe [that]
having many emails is criminal. Some have religious beliefs
and believe social media accounts are evil. For example,
one came and applied for a job, and I helped them create a
LinkedIn account. The next day, they came back to ask me
to delete it since they were informed it is evil.” M08 said
that “some listen with suspicion. Some suspect that I am
advising them so that they spend more money here.”

Satisfaction (or lack thereof) with advice. For customers
that had received advice or assistance at cybercafes, about
half of them were satisfied while the other half were unsat-
isfied with the assistance they had received. Those satisfied
indicated that their challenges had been resolved while those
unsatisfied often pointed to the manager taking longer than
expected to assist them which often forced them to spend
more money at the cybercafe. Some customers were further
unsatisfied because their challenges were not fully resolved.

RQ3 summary. Cybercafe managers offer usability and
security advice and guidance to their customers, particularly
relating to account and password management as well as
account recovery. As customers tend to forget their pass-
words, most managers encourage them to use passwords
that are easy to remember, for example their ID numbers.
Some managers even select and manage passwords for their
customers. Most customers follow the advice provided as
they trust the cybercafe managers and view them as experts.

5.4. RQ4: Top Three Security and Privacy Advice

Important advice for staying safe. When asked for their
top three recommendations for staying safe online, both
cybercafe managers and customers mostly provided similar
responses, with logging out of accounts after using public
computers mentioned the most (see Table 3). C20 said
that “when you’re using, maybe you want to log into your
account and maybe you’re not using your phone or your
own computer. The best thing is to log out, make sure you
have cleared everything that you were doing; maybe on
someone else’s phone or computer.” The next most common
recommendation for staying safe online is avoiding clicking
on suspicious links or visiting websites you are unsure of.
M13 said they “avoid clicking websites that are suspicious.
Because nowadays, we have so many popups on the web-
sites, people tend to click because those pop ups are offering,
like, some ridiculous offers about how you can earn this
money. . . ” Participants further mentioned the use of strong
or secure passwords as important. M11 pointed to the use
of “passwords that are not phone numbers or ID numbers,
use mixed characters including numbers and words” while
C02 mentioned avoiding “commonly-used passwords.”

Other important recommendations for staying safe on-
line mentioned by several participants include not saving
passwords in the browser when using public computers,
using a password for accounts, and not sharing passwords.
Participants further mentioned not using public Wi-Fi and
using firewalls. While some of the advice mentioned by
participants including using strong passwords, multi-factor
authentication and use of anti-virus software match inquiries
from Western contexts [14], [39], we find that most of
the recommendations center around shared computers at
cybercafes, which are relevant to this demographic. This
includes logging out of accounts, not saving passwords on
public computers, clearing history, and deleting downloads
after using the public computers at cybercafes.



TABLE 3: Cybercafe Managers’ and Customers’ Top Three Advice for Staying Safe Online.

Code Freq. Sample Participant Quote

logout 12 “When you log in to a computer using your account, always log out after you’ve finished what
you’re doing in your websites, log out and delete your account.” – M09

avoid-links/malicious-sites 11 “I just avoid clicking on links I don’t know about; if those links have asked for information
about yourself, you just avoid giving.” – C02

strong/secure-passwords 10 “Ensure that passwords are symbols, letters and alphabets . . . and numbers. Have a mix of these
so that it’s not plain and avoid using things like date of birth and pet names.” – C08

don’t-save-passwords 9 “When you login, for example on Facebook, when the browser asks you that they need to
remember your password, always click on, never, never remember the password.” – C15

use-a-password 6 “Protecting accounts using passwords majorly.” – M06

don’t-share-passwords 5 “I don’t give out my passwords, I don’t share my passwords with people.” – C02

avoid-public-wifi 4 “Try as much to avoid public WI-FI, somebody can easily access my work if I use a public
WI-FI. So I normally try and use private internet access.” – C01

unique-passwords 4 “Using different passwords on different sites.” – C21

firewall 3 “Have a firewall.” – M01

multifactor-authentication 3 “You should use multiple ways or multiple methods like two-factor authentication.” – M03

clear-history 3 “Delete the history of your browsing because at times you might download documents and if
you don’t delete history, then you will be endangering your information.” - C19

being-aware 3 “Being aware of recent CVEs; what happened and what you are supposed to do.” – M10

delete-downloads 2 “Make sure that you clear your information when you’re using a cyber because . . . someone else
will be coming and if you leave information there, they may use it to do something bad.” – C11

use-safe-browser 2 “Using a safe browser, I like using Brave because it blocks many pop-ups.” – M13

anti-virus 2 “If you’re using a laptop, the anti . . . Those software that protect any kind of virus.” – C04

avoid/skip-ads 2 “I couldn’t advise anyone to ever open the popping advertisements on top of the screen.” – C09

Note that each quote can be assigned multiple codes. Only codes mentioned by two or more participants are shown in this table.

Following top three advice. When asked if they follow their
top three advice, most customers and managers indicated in
the affirmative. M07 said that they “follow them because
I work online and I would really hate to be a victim of
something that I was aware was harmful. So I do follow them
myself and I’m encouraging others to follow them.” Those
that do not follow their advice cited the negative usability
impact of following the advice or unavailability of options to
do so. C14 said that they “normally use a difficult password
and forget” while M08 said that they “try to have many
levels of authentication but some sites do not have that.”

Not following top three advice. When asked what would
happen if they did not follow their top three advice, most
participants indicated that they would be susceptible to
attacks including viruses, hacking, malware, ransomware,
and impersonation. M13 detailed how they once “clicked on
the wrong link and my computer got infected with a very bad
virus. So I guess I have also made mistakes before, but it has
taught me more to avoid such things.” Several managers and
customers also mentioned unauthorized access, data leaks,
loss or manipulation, and financial loss or fraud as possible
consequences of not following their top three advice.

RQ4 summary. Cybercafe managers and customers believe
that logging out of their accounts when using public com-
puters, avoiding unknown links, strong passwords, and not
saving or sharing passwords is the most important advice

for staying safe online. This advice is slightly different
from what other studies in Western contexts [14], [39] have
noted. This is possibly a result of users mostly accessing the
Internet through shared computers in this region, unlike in
Western contexts, where most people have access to personal
computers. This underscores the need to consider specific
populations’ needs and practices when curating security and
privacy advice, as well as technology design in general.

5.5. RQ5: Concerns, Practices, and Behaviors

Security and privacy concerns. When asked for any se-
curity or privacy concerns, most cybercafe managers and
customers indicated being worried about hacking or online
account takeover which can lead to impersonation and loss
of money. M13 said: “Let’s say my name is John, John
something. I don’t want to find another John something
online. . . . If someone takes your identity, he can do so much
online, tarnish your reputation, name. Yeah, so my greatest
worry online I would say is identity and then my financial
information, nowadays there is online banking.”

Several participants also indicated being worried about
unauthorized account access. C15 stated that “in the cyber, if
you get to maybe login to, to maybe social, social websites,
maybe you are going to the cyber just for a hobby or for
fun, you login to a social website like Facebook, then you
forget to log out of your account and then someone comes in,



notices that there is an account that has not been logged out.
They get to your account and post funny, funny posts, just
for fun.” Other concerns mentioned included a worry about
leaving data in the cybercafe that can subsequently lead to
data theft or manipulation. Some customers were worried
about accidentally saving their passwords in the cybercafe
computers as well as being shoulder-surfed in the cafe.

Concerns about customers. About half of the cybercafe
managers indicated being worried about their customers
accessing pornography or illegal sites at their cybercafe.
M11 said that “sometimes people may use sites they are not
supposed to for example downloading music when we have
no license for this, or access pornography.” Some managers
were also worried about theft of their equipment as well as
scams, frauds, or identity theft targeting their customers.
M05 said that sometimes a “client comes, familiarizes with
the stuff. Maybe someone downloaded a CV and left it there.
So this client comes, the CV has contacts for the other client
and the person says: can we meet somewhere? So this client
uses that opportunity to steal from the other person saying:
I am an employer, I found a CV, when he’s not.”

Cybercafe standard practices. To protect their customers
as well as to avoid legal liability, several managers indicated
that they log the customer out of logged-on accounts and
delete any documents or information left on the computer
at the end of a customer’s session. Some managers clear
downloads because of space constraints while others check
browser history to see if the customer accessed anything ille-
gal. Several managers also indicated that they have physical
partitions at the cybercafe for customers’ privacy, while oth-
ers block certain websites as well as USB drives to protect
their computers from any viruses. Other precautions include
having warning signs in the cybercafe to deter people from
accessing illegal sites as well as disabling downloads.

Operating system updates. About half of the cybercafe
managers regularly or automatically update the cybercafe
computers’ operating systems to either improve the speed
of the computers or access the latest features, but not for
security. M04 said that they “usually update because, before
updating the machine, it goes slow. After updating the ma-
chine, you see it processes faster.” Those who do not update
pointed to their customers being familiar with old operating
systems, for example Windows 7, or not being concerned
about security. Some managers also indicated that updates
often slow down computers, consume a lot of storage or
data, and require reboots that are sometimes inconvenient.
M14 indicated that they “chose to stick to Windows 7 to help
my customers save time because when I compare Windows 7
with these other Windows, for operating systems, I find that
there’s a difference. There are some customers who really
struggle using Windows 10 and the others, but when it comes
to Windows 7, then they’re a bit more conversant with it.”

Customer standard practices. An overwhelming majority
of the cybercafe customers in our study indicated that they

log out of their accounts once they have finished using the
computers in the cafe to prevent unauthorized access of
their accounts. Two customers, however, indicated that they
log out only because the cybercafes they usually visit have
explicit instructions or signs requiring them to do so. C12
said that in “some cybers, when you go in, they have some
instructions, they have some instructions when you enter in
the cyber. So, after using a computer, you have to sign out.”

Suggestions and additional thoughts. When asked for
additional thoughts at the conclusion of the interviews, a few
cybercafe managers and customers suggested the need for
computer training to further support cybercafe customers.
M10 said that “we need to do a computer literacy program
because most of the people, like 70% of the people, they
are computer illiterate. So I can recommend that we have a
computer literacy program that is voluntary and free so that
people can know how things are done on the computer.”

RQ5 summary. Most concerns in the cybercafes center
around unauthorized access of accounts that can happen
when customers do not or forget to log out of their accounts.
Most managers are interested in protecting their customers,
and undertake several measures, including logging them out,
to further protect them. However, as noted in Section 5.3,
some of these measures are often in tension with usability,
leading to some managers to encourage their customers to
select memorable passwords and sometimes even save them
in the cybercafe computers to recall them.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, we investigate the role of cybercafes in
Kenya as well as security and privacy challenges, advice,
and behaviors at cybercafes through n = 36 semi-structured
interviews. We find that cybercafes play an important role
in Kenya by enabling many people to access printing, gov-
ernment, and other internet services. At the same time, cus-
tomers face several challenges at cybercafes, mostly relating
to general computer usage, account creation, and password
management. Often, customers rely on the cybercafe man-
agers for assistance when navigating these challenges.

In this section, we discuss other themes that emerged
from our study alongside their implications.

Role of cybercafes in Kenya. Cybercafes play a crucial role
in the developing world as a public location to access print-
ing, government, and other internet tasks. In Kenya, particu-
larly, where the government recently transitioned to an eCiti-
zen [24] portal for most government services, customers rely
on cybercafes to access these essential services, as a majority
of them do not own personal computers or printers [16].
At the same time, their lack of experience with computers
often causes unanticipated challenges. For example, chal-
lenges with typing and general usage of computers usually
translate to difficulty selecting and remembering passwords
for accounts, subsequently leading to users getting locked
out of their accounts. This suggests the need for computer



training to improve these users’ computer knowledge and
skills, as well as a need for security awareness to protect
their information. As the Kenyan government is trying to
digitize all its services, we believe that it should also lead
these training efforts. Such initiatives should focus on the
cybercafe managers who can then transfer the knowledge
to their customers. Updates to the education curriculum to
promote computer skills and security awareness at school
could also provide long-term benefits.

Reliance on cybercafe managers. Similar to refugees’
reliance on their case managers in the United States [72],
cybercafe customers in Kenya significantly rely on managers
for assistance setting up and managing their digital accounts.
As some of these customers are novices and may have never
used computers, they let the managers select and sometimes
manage their passwords. Since managers have to assist
several customers, they resort to techniques that help them
and their customers remember these passwords, including
the use of customers’ ID numbers or names as passwords,
writing down their customers’ passwords, or using the same
password for all customers. As none of the managers or
customers in our study explicitly mentioned using password
managers, there is an opportunity for more awareness about
how password managers could assist. Phone-based password
managers are promising and could be used in generating and
recalling strong and unique passwords for these users as a
majority of them own mobile phones. However, their device-
sharing practices must be appropriately considered, and can
be explored further in future research.

Security-usability tradeoff. When asked for their top ad-
vice for staying safe online, both cybercafe managers and
customers often mentioned strong passwords for accounts.
At the same time, most managers select or advise their cus-
tomers to use passwords they can more easily remember, for
example their names, children’ names, ID numbers, or some
combination of these, instead of choosing a strong, random
password. While some managers believe such combinations
make these passwords difficult to guess, the fact that the
same advice is often provided to multiple customers means
that customers could know other customers’ passwords if
they gained some personal information. Further, mobile
money services such as M-Pesa [41], which are widespread
in Kenya, require ID numbers of customers for transactions.
It is also common for ID numbers to be recorded when
visiting offices in Kenya. This means that users’ passwords
may be inadvertently exposed. One way to minimize such
risks is for systems including eCitizen to use passwordless
authentication with phone numbers whereby users receive a
One Time Password for every login. This way, users would
only need their phone numbers to authenticate. SMS-based
two-factor authentication could also be used to improve the
security of these systems. Another potential workaround is
for the managers to create random and unique passwords
for their customers and write them down for them to keep.
However, any such efforts must encourage the customers to
protect their written-down passwords to be effective.

Security and privacy advice in non-Western contexts.
One of the goals of our study was to compare security
and privacy advice in Kenya to the advice that has been
extensively explored in Western contexts [14], [39]. While
some of the advice including strong and unique passwords
across accounts is considered important in both contexts, we
find that the most common advice in Kenya centers around
the use of shared or public devices for Internet access. This
includes logging out of accounts and not saving passwords
in the browser when using public or shared computers or
phones. Our work supports the growing body of research [9],
[19], [40], [66], [69] that has shown security and privacy
to vary in different countries and contexts. Exploring the
relevance, efficacy, and perceived actionability of existing
security and privacy advice in non-Western contexts (espe-
cially for users that rely on public computers) is a promising
direction to further support and protect broader populations.

Operating system updates. About half of the cybercafe
managers in our study regularly update the cybercafe com-
puters’ operating systems, while the other half do not. Those
that regularly update do so to improve the performance or
speed of the computers as well as to get new features, not
because of security. Those that do not update indicated that
customers are familiar with old operating systems or they
are not concerned about security. Some managers pointed
to updates slowing down the computers or consuming a
lot of storage, data or time as reasons for not updating,
similar to some of the findings of Houmz et al. [38] and
Luo and Warford et al. [45]. This suggests an opportunity
to communicate to the managers the role of security updates
in protecting cybercafe computers’ and customers’ informa-
tion. In their study of users’ decisions to use or not use a
secure lockscreen, Albayram et al. [4] found that that a lack
of risk awareness often results in insecure behaviour. Future
work can therefore explore strategies to effectively commu-
nicate security risks to cybercafe managers and other users
in general to encourage more secure behaviour, including
regularly updating their devices’ operating systems.

Cybercafe risks and concerns. Despite their obvious ben-
efits, cybercafes can also unfortunately enable crime, illegal
activities, and Intimate Partner Violence (IPV). While the
managers we interviewed all indicated they do not offer
services they deem illegal, for example certificate forgery,
music downloading, or activities that can enable IPV, like
accessing or disabling partners’ accounts, it may be the
case that some more unscrupulous managers may indeed
provide such services if financially motivated. One customer
even expressed concern about children getting exposed to
pornography at these facilities. While it is difficult to deter
all cybercafes from indulging in such activities, it is still
worthwile to educate managers about the dangers of these
activities. The use of warnings and other notes in the cafe
discouraging or prohibiting illegal activities is promising,
with some customers in our interviews revealing they follow
them. Nevertheless, future work can explore interventions to
prevent or limit such activities from happening at cybercafes.
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Appendix

1. Interview Script - Cybercafe Managers
General Questions

1) Can you please explain to me whether you own this cybercafe?
a) Yes: Why did you establish it?
b) No: Why did you choose to work here?

2) How long have you operated, worked at, or owned this cybercafe?
3) Please describe the equipment or computers in the cybercafe.

a) How many computers? How many printers? What software?
b) How frequently is the software updated? Why or why not?

4) Do you provide any other services other than cybercafe services?
5) How many customers do you have in a typical week?
6) What are the characteristics of your customers?

a) Dominant age group? Gender? Socio-economic background?
7) Can you please share some of the challenges you have faced oper-

ating this cybercafe, if there are any?
Cybercafe Services

8) Based on your observations, what websites or services do your
customers most typically use or visit at your cybercafe?

9) Are there services that customers ask for that you cannot provide?
Please explain why you do or do not provide that service.

10) How often do you have first-time customers at your cybercafe?
a) What services are these customers usually seeking?

User Challenges
11) When a customer has a technical challenge, what are some of these

challenges? Can you provide any examples?
a) Examples might include setting up an account or even actual tasks.

Please elaborate.
12) To follow up, do these customers ask you for advice or help?

a) What kind of advice or help do you provide?
b) Are the issues resolved after you help? If not, why not?

General Advice
13) When you are asked for advice, what information or expertise do

you rely on to help?
a) Examples include your personal experience. Please elaborate.

14) Do you vary your advice or guidance for the customers?

a) How might advice differ from an inexperienced customer com-
pared to a more experienced customer?

b) Do you have examples of this occurring? Please elaborate.
15) When you provide advice or guidance, do the customers follow it?

Why or why not?
16) Has there ever been a situation where you were asked for help or

advice where you did not know the right answer?
a) If so, what was the question? And what answer did you provide?
b) If not, what was the most challenging question received and what

help did you provide?
Security and Privacy Advice
I am now going to ask you general questions about security and privacy.
There are no wrong answers, I am simply interested in your thoughts.

17) In your opinion, what are the top three things you can do or someone
else can do to stay safe online?
a) For each, ask them to elaborate.
b) For each, ask them if they follow this advice.
c) For each, ask them if they have offered this advice to any

customers, and elaborate on that situation.
d) For each, what would happen if you don’t follow this advice.

18) What is your greatest concern online with respect to your personal
security or privacy? Follow up with elaboration.

Users’ Security and Privacy
19) Are there any standard practices at the cybercafe regarding the

security and privacy of your customers?
a) If not, explain more about what you do.
b) If so, [for each] provide some detail on that policy and practice

and why you do it.
20) Do you have any concerns regarding how customers might use the

computers? Please elaborate.
a) Yes: Do you take any precautions to prevent those actions?
b) No: Why are you not concerned?

21) Do you have any general security practices for updating and main-
taining the computers? Please elaborate.

22) Is there anything you do after a user has finished using a computer?
a) Do you reset the session? Why or why not.
b) Do you log them out, or ask them to log out? Why or why not.

Miscellaneous
23) Is there anything else you would like to share about your experience

owning or operating this cybercafe?
24) I am also planning to speak to cybercafe customers about their

experiences. Is there anything I should know or advice you can
provide for those conversations?

Demographics
Finally I am going to ask you some demographic questions. If you prefer
not to answer any of them, please let me know.

25) Do you own a smartphone?
a) Is it a work or personal phone? What is the phone type and model?

26) Do you own a computer or laptop?
a) Yes: Is it a personal or work computer?

27) What is your age?
28) What is your gender?
29) What is the highest level of education you have attained?
30) Do you have a background in IT or computers as part of your work

experience or school beyond working or owning the cybercafe?
31) Do you have any feedback or questions about this interview?

2. Interview Script - Cybercafe Customers

General Questions
1) Please tell me a little bit about yourself and what you do.
2) Why do use cybercafes?

a) What is a typical thing you do at the cybercafe? Why do you do
this at the cybercafe rather elsewhere?

3) What do you like the most about cybercafes and why?
4) What do you dislike the most about cybercafes and why?

https://www.techopedia.com/definition/6701/cybercafe
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/6701/cybercafe


Cybercafe Usage
5) How often do you use or go to cybercafes?

a) In a month? In a week? In a day?
b) First time users: Do you see yourself coming to the cybercafe

again? How often?
6) How much time (in hours) do you typically spend at the cybercafe

when you go there?
a) Can you provide an example of a task that takes more time than

others when you come to the cybercafe?
7) What do you normally consider when choosing a cybercafe to go to?

a) Examples include the location of the cyber etc.
User Challenges

8) Are there any technical challenges you have faced when using cyber-
cafes? Examples include using the computer or printing a document.
If user has faced a challenge...
a) How did you (or do you) resolve these challenges?
b) Did you ask for help? From whom and why?
c) What help or advice was provided?
d) Did you follow this advice/help? Why or why not?
e) Are you satisfied with the help you received? Why or why not?

i) If not, is there anything else you did to reach satisfaction?
If user has not faced any challenge...
a) Why do you think you have not faced any challenges?
b) Are the tasks you do there easy or difficult? Please elaborate.

9) Have you received any assistance or guidance relating to security and
privacy? Examples include selecting your password. Please elaborate.
If the user has received assistance...
a) What advice or guidance was provided?
b) Who provided this advice?
c) Did you or do you follow the advice? Why or why not?
d) Has this advice influenced your behavior online? e.g how you

create other passwords?
If the user has not received any assistance...
a) Do you have any sources of advice or guidance relating to security

and privacy for example how you select your passwords?
i) Examples include friends etc. Please elaborate.

b) How did you learn about these sources?
c) Why do you follow the advice?
d) Has this advice influenced your behavior online e.g how you

create other passwords?
10) Take me through what you do on websites or your accounts when

you’re done using the cybercafe.
a) Do you sign out of your accounts? Why or why not?

Security and Privacy Advice
I am now going to ask you general questions about security and privacy.
There are no wrong answers, I am simply interested in your thoughts.

11) In your opinion, what are the top three things you can do or someone
else can do to stay safe online?
a) For each, ask them to elaborate.
b) For each, ask them if they follow this advice.
c) For each, what would happen if you don’t follow this advice.

12) What is your greatest concern online with respect to your personal
security or privacy? Follow up with elaboration.

Device Questions
13) What type of phone do you use? (Is it a feature or a smartphone?)

a) If smartphone: Do you access the internet on your device? What
are some of the websites or services you use?

14) Do you share your phone with others?
a) Yes: With whom and why?
b) No: Why not?

15) Do you have any concerns with access to your phone?
a) Concerned: What concerns? What do you do to prevent this?
a) Not concerned: Why are you not concerned?

16) Do you use any authentication mechanism on your device? Examples
include a password, pattern or PIN. Why or why not?

a) What is protected by the authentication? (Simcard? Phone?)
b) What strategies did you use to create this authentication scheme?
c) How did you learn about this? Did you get any advice?

Miscellaneous
17) Is there anything else you would like to share about cybercafes?

Demographics
Finally I am going to ask you some demographic questions. If you prefer
not to answer any of them, please let me know.

18) Do you own a computer or laptop?
19) What is your age?
20) What is your gender?
21) Are you employed?
22) What is the highest level of education you have attained?
23) Do you have a background in IT or computers as part of your work

experience or school? If so, please explain.
24) Do you have any feedback or questions about this interview?

3. Qualitative Codes

• cybercafe-establishment/work-reason (17)
business-opportunity (10), computer-interest (4), relevant-skills (3)

• manager-cybercafe-experience (14)
1-5-years (9), less-than-a-year (3), 6-10-years (1), over-10-years (1)

• cybercafe-number-of-computers (14)
1-5-computers (8), 6-10-computers (5), over-10-computers (1)

• cybercafe-number-of-printers (14)
2-printers (8), 1-printer (3), 3-printers (2), 4-printers (1)

• OS-type/software (16)
windows (14), cybercafe-pro (2)

• update-OS (19)
yes (11): automatic (5), improve-speed/performance (3), get-new-
features (1), follow-latest-trends (1)
no (8): users-familiar-with-old-OS (2), not-concerned-about-
security (2), updates-slow-machines (1), updates-consume-space
(1), inconveniencing-reboots (1), updates-consume-data (1)

• cybercafe-customer-positives (44)
equipment-availability (12), faster-internet (11), affordability (5),
availability-of-assistance (5), privacy (4), stable-electricity (2), meet-
friends/social-place (2), conveniently-located (2), ample-space (1)

• cybercafe-customer-negatives (11)
unhelpful/unfriendly-managers (3), crowded/have-queues (3), noisy-
cybers (3), many-advertisements (1), expensive (1)

• factors-when-choosing-cybercafe (51)
conducive-environment (9), internet-speed (7), manager-
friendliness/assistance (7), cost/affordability (7), location/proximity
(5), state/number/speed-of-equipment (4), space-availability (4),
electricity-stability (3), safety (3), privacy (2)

• cybercafe-challenges (55)
slow-internet (20), electricity-outage (9), old/faulty-equipment
(6), payment-issues-with-customers (5), slow-hanging-machines (4),
government/law-enforcement-harassment (4), expensive-equipment
(3), few-customers (2), drunk/rowdy-customers (2)

• cybercafe-common-services (132)
printing (18), eCitizen (18), job-applications (13), email (10), pho-
tocopy (9), assignments/school-projects (9), document-typing/editing
(8), school/HELB/scholarship-applications (7), social-media (7),
work/online-work (5), KRA/taxes (5), movie-streaming/download (4),
gambling (4), lamination (4), computer-training (3), scanning (3),
search/Google (3), visa-applications (2), graphic-design (2)

• other-services-offered-at-cybercafes (16)
sell-computers/phones (5), gaming (3), banking-services (2), mobile-
money (2), repairs (2), computer-networking (1), passport-photos (1)

• services-not-offered (15)
forgery (5): have-intergrity (2), fear-consequences (2)
web-design (3): lack-time/skills (3)
music-download (2): illegal/not-licensed (2)
rooting/phone-formatting (1): lack-time/skills (1)
photography (1): different-business (1)
bulk-printing (1): lack-equipment (1)
passport-photo-printing (1): lack-equipment (1)
lamination/binding (1): lack-equipment (1)



• customer-common-challenges (77)
computer-usage (30): challenges-printing/binding/scanning (6),
using-programs/apps (6), navigating-websites/computers (5),
struggle-typing (2), difficulty-opening-flashdisks (1)
difficulty-accessing/recovering-account (26): forgot-password (12),
forgot-email/lost-phone (9), bad-UI/UX (2), website-downtime (1)
account-setup (7): difficulty-complying-with-password-requirements
(2), users-don’t-care-about-password (1), don’t-know-password-to-
use (1), don’t-know-what-to-do (1)
information-retrieval (2): website-in-foreign-language (1)
customers-fear-computers (1), customers-sent-but-forgot-details (1)
not-faced-challenges (10) specific-tasks/cybercafes (4), experienced-
with-computers (3), tasks-easy (2), availability-of-assistance (1)

• customers-ask-for-help (23)
• customers-satisfied-with-help (14)

yes (8): issue-resolved (5), answers-satisfactory (1), not-
compromised (1)
no (6): took-long (2), challenge-unresolved (2), guidance-not-
provided (1), spent-more-money (1)

• advice/support-offered-to-customers (69)
password-and-account-management (38): use-memorable-
password (13): combination-of-ID/name/birthday (5), use-ID-
number (4), use-birthday (1), use-phone-number (1)
account-management-for-customers (10): save/manage-user-
password (3), select-password-for-customer (3), standard-email-
account-for-customers (1), avoid-selecting-password-for-customer
(1), use-phone-number-of-manager (1)
use-strong-password (4): mixed-characters (2)
don’t-save-password-in-browser (3) avoid-common-passwords
(2) password-protect-files (1) use-secret-password (1) frequently-
change-password (1) save-password-in-browser (1)
do-task-for-customer (7): tasks-technical (1)
teach/guide-customers (7), account-recovery (5), logout (3), use-
phone-number-for-accounts (2), update-OS (1), don’t-save-files-on-
desktop (1), avoid-clicking-on-links (1), use-another-computer (1)
no-security-advice-offered (1): manager-interested-in-money (1)
don’t-interrupt/help-customers (1): make-more-money (1)

• unresolved/difficult-challenges (11)
account-recovery (8): forgot-email/lost-phone (8)
edit-pdfs (1), edit-photos (1), disabling-forgotten-password (1)

• question-manager-has-no-answer (11)
research (4), say-don’t-know (3), refer-customer-to-other-cybers (3)

• sources-of-advice (62)
internet (27), personal-experience (12), managers/other-managers
(8), friends/family (6), customer-service (1), tv-shows (1)

• customers-follow-advice (45)
yes (33): works/good-advice (10), protect-themselves/info (7), trust-
manager (4), view-manager-as-expert/knowledgeable (3), limited-
time/task-urgent (3), manager-friendly/engaging (2), heard-similar-
advice (1), interested-in-computers (1), solve-issues-in-future (1)
no (12): contradictory-beliefs (2), elderly (2), think-manager-
lying/skeptical (2), too-technical (1), don’t-have-time (1), will-make-
them-spend-more-money (1), been-advised-differently (1), many-
emails-criminal (1), task-not-urgent (1)

• top-three-advice-to-stay-safe (108)
logout (12), avoid-links/malicious-sites (11), strong/secure-
passwords (10), don’t-save-passwords (9), use-a-password (6),
don’t-share-passwords (5), avoid-public-wifi (4), unique-passwords
(4), firewall (3), multi-factor-authentication (3), clear-history
(3), being-aware (3), delete-downloads (2), use-safe-browser (2),
anti-virus (2), avoid/skip-links (2), close-websites (1), clear-cache
(1), use-phone-number-for-recovery (1), block/avoid-unsafe-sites

(1), faster-internet (1), use-cctv (1), avoid-unknown-downloads (1),
incognito-mode (1), don’t-sync-with-browser (1), block-cookies (1),
update-system (1), prevent-idleness (1), browser-in-safe-environment
(1), follower-cybercafe-guidelines (1), avoid-unsafe-cybercafes (1),
avoid-common-passwords (1), use-data-saver (1), keep-username-
secret (1), don’t-save-to-desktop (1), stick-to-first-google-result (1),
disable-notifications (1), frequently-change-password (1), limit-info-
shared-online (1), limit-online-interactions (1), computer-knowledge
(1), stick-to-one-cybercafe (1)

• follow-top-three-advice (38)
yes (29): stay-safe (4)
sometimes/some (9): usability-vs-security (3), not-offered/required
(2), time-consuming (1), enough-data (1), forget (1)

• top-three-advice-offered-to-customers (25)
logout (5), don’t-save-passwords (3), avoid-links/malicious-sites (2),
strong-passwords (2), being-aware (2), 2FA (1), use-a-password
(1), incognito-mode (1), delete-files/downloads (1), don’t-sync-with-
browser (1), avoid-public-wifi (1), block-cookies (1), update-system
(1), firewall (1), use-safe-browser (1)

• not-following-top-three-advice (83)
susceptible-to-attacks/compromises (25): virus (7), hacking (4),
impersonation (2), malware (1), ransomware (1)
unauthorized-access (16), data-leaks/loss/manipulation (11),
financial-loss/fraud (8), monitoring/surveillance (5), loss-of-
account-access (2), theft-of-equipment (2), identity-theft (2),
slow-internet (2), miss-features (2), unnecessary-pop-ups/ads (1),
access-insecure-sites (1), don’t-know (1), bans-from-cyber (1),
device-failure (1), more-data (1), waste-time (1), get-distracted (1)

• security/privacy-concerns (86)
concerns-about/for-customers (30): access-porn/illegal-sites
(7), scams/fraud (5), theft-of-equipment (4), download-prohibited-
equipment (4), identity-theft(3), easy-passwords (2), physical-damage
(2), malicious-activities (2), install/tamper-with-OS (1)
hacking/account-take-over (15): money-loss (6), impersonation (4)
unauthorized-access-of-account/info (14): cyber-bullying (2),
disable-partner’s-accounts (1), blackmail (1)
leaving-data-in-cybercafe (9), data-theft/manipulation (5),
lack-of-privacy (3), shoulder-surfing (2), spyware/tracking (2),
saving-passwords-in-cybers (2), over-sharing-info (2), forgery (1)
no-concerns (1): used-to-the-internet (1)

• security/privacy-standard-practices (78)
at-end-of-user-session (30)
logout-customer (13): prevent-malicious-use (5), prevent-
unauthorized-access (2), increase-trust (1)
clear-downloads (9): prevent-malicious-use (2), space-constraints
(2), protect-private-info (2), legal-liability (1)
reset/end-user-session (4), sanitize-equipment (1), check-
history/downloads (1), sleep-computer (1), close-sites (1)
other-standard-practices (39): partitions-for-privacy (5), block-
sites (5), anti-virus (4), block-flash/USB (3), warning/notes (2),
dusting (2), disabled-illegal-downloads (2), inspect-files/block-
software-installation (2), prevent-idleness (2), monitor-kids (2),
safely-store-customer-docs (1), lock-doors (1), chain-equipment
(1), firewall (1), format-computers (1), strong-passwords-for-cyber-
computers (1), outsource-servicing (1), delete-saved-passwords (1),
use-vpn (1), delete-saved-passwords/history (1)

• customer-end-of-session-activities (35)
logout (20): prevent-unauthorized-access (14), cyber-directives (2)
clear-history (5), clear-downloads (4), don’t-save-password (2),
close-websites (2), shutdown (1)

• customer-and-manager-suggestions (4)
need-for-computer-education (4)
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